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ABSTRACT

A description of the status of solar pond research applica~

tions and development is provided. Shallow ponds, gel ponds,

saturated ponds and salt-gradient ponds are discussed, and many

existing ponds in various countries are described. Ongoing field

?and laboratory work associated with Solar ponds is discussed in

relation to residential, commercial, industrial and agricultural

applications of pond generated heat. Other present or future

applications of salt-gradient ponés such as electricity genera-

tion, irrigation water pumping ana the more recent absorption and

dehutidification cooling are presented. Pond construction and

operation, including costs, are discussed and schematic diagrams

are used to illustrate textual explanations. An extensive list

Of references treating theoretical and practical aspects of pond

research, applications and development is also provided.

1, nwrropuerroN

Fossil fuels do not exist as a natural resource in many

countries, and these countries are forced to rely on imported oil

or coal or nuclear technology in spite of the continuous balance

Sf payment problene most of them face Solar ponds, during the

Yast few years, nave received special attention as one of the



solar technologies which have the potential to be economically

and technically competitive with energy conversion technologies

which use fossil fuels (see Fig. 1). Solar ponds could, there

fore, improve the energy situation of sone countries.

In addition to their low cost, some solar ponds such as the

salt-gradient type offer built-in storage. This makes them inde~

pendent of the intermittence of solar radiation. Yet, it iz the

shallow solar ponds, first introduced in the mid-seventies by

Lawrence Livermore Laboratory of California, that appear to be

the most developed and market ready as illustrated by several

publications on the theoretical and practical aspects of shallow

solar pond use, including applications for generating indus-

trial process heat [1-6]. The construction methodology of shal-

low ponds [7] and their? inermal performance testing have been

described in'detail [8,9]. in one innovative concept that has
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Fig.1. Solar Pond activi

 

been tested a shallow solar pond's performance was enhanced by

Placing a mirror on its north sige [10]. In a theoretical study

?on pond sizing and design optimization, the simulation and modet-

ing of a shallow solar pond was performed by using the TRNSYS

program [11].

Although the economics seem to be in favor of shallow solar

Ponds [2,12], the denonstration program tor them eae diated

since applications are restricted miinly to users in the south

and ?the Southwest of the U.S. + Fey this ressos shading soe

technology does not contribute much toward develoning theres

Production of solar equipnent and the conmereialication of setar

Eechnology.? However, a renewed interest in shallow solas pode

seens to be taking piace, particulariy for appiicecions intone

Garibbesn.

 

The concept of collecting and storing solar energy by means

of salt-gradiont ponds, also Rnown as nonconvecting colar? ponds,



vas derived from research on natural salt lakes [13]. Salkvonee

Gient solar ponds reached the application level in recent yeare,

although some aspects of their construction, operation and? main

tenance are still in the research and development stage. Swe

of the most important work on salt-gradient ponds was Gone in

Israel [14,15]; the concept of ponds generating process heat was

introduced? there in the mid-fifties. ?The continuation of thie

work in Israel and elsewhere resulted in several review papers

and reports that treat the current status of technology,? the

cost, and the physical and thermal phenomena which ocee in salt

gradient solar ponds [16-21]. The physics of salt-gradient

solar ponds is the subject of theoretical and experimental studies

(22,23). detailed descriptions of pend sistas weehemerees ESeaSs

and'knowledge of material selection, site preparation and: pond

construction techniques are availebie for nediun and largePcice

ponds (26-48) and small laboratory ponds [49-52], because of the
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Work of many researchers, Experimental avpects of salt-gradient

Pond instrunentation have been investigated [53] and theoretical



studies of modeling and simulation have been performed [54-62].

In addition, several innovative pond concepts have been proposed

(63-68).

 

 

Salt-gradient pond applications that have been studied and/

or implemented include absorption =nd dehumidifiestion cooling

[68}, comercial and residential space heating [69-71], district

heating and cooling [72,73], low temperature (between 50°C and

70°C) industrial water heating (74), agricultural process heat

production for grain drying [75], and greenhouse heating [76-79].

Other applications include using? sulc-gradient solar ponds for

jalt production enhancement |50-82] and electricity generation

3-87]. The pumping of irrigation water is another area in

which salt-gradient solar ponds can be used effectively.

 

 

 

 



Sone laboratory investigations have alev been done on satur-

ated salt ponds {88-91} and yel ponds [92,93]. Both of these

techniques of solar heat collection and storage are still in the

research stage. They do not attract the interest and financial

support that shallow solar ponds and galt-gradient ponds do.

 

?The development work on solar ponds ie concentrated primarily

fon the use of large size (up to 50 MK.) nodular salt-gradient.

ponds for electricity generation [94-99]. The economics of scale,

Simplicity of construction and technological readiness make such

stand-alone plants especially actractive in areas where natural

salt lakes already exist and can be converted into production

Ponds with @ minimum of technical effort and cost. ?Selected re-

Search, applications and development efforts in the field of solar

ponds are described below to provide » comprehensive description

of the present status of solar pond work.

 

 

 



 

RESEARCH PONDS:

In_the United states, research activities on shallow solar

ponds, salt-gradient ponds, calt-sarurated solar ponds and gel

pends are being conducted at several locations.

A cross-sectional view of 2 shallow solar pond is shown in

Figure 2. A typical shallow solar pond resembles. a thermally

insulated, plastic water bag partially filled with water. ?The

bag may have a black bottom for absorbing solar radiation, and a

clear top to prevent evaporation and assure the greenhouse effect.

?The most recent design calls for = Slack hypalon or polyvinyl

chloride (PVC) water bag with a clear fiberglass cover supported

by concrete curbs and metal struts. ?The hot water from the pond

is drained down to a storage tank once or several times per day

depending on the system requirencnts.

The first shallow solar pond system, designed and operated

by Lawrence Livermore Laboratory of California, was buile in 1975

near Grant, New Mexico [2,3,12]. the pond system consisted of

two nodules of 220 sq. m.'(2400 sq. ft.) each, which contained

10cm. (3.9 in.) of water. This prototype system was built at a

uranium mining and milling plant of Sohio Petroleum Comsany. The
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Fig.2. Cross-Sectiona! View of Shallow Solar

Pond Nodule.

shallow pond modules operated on a stand-alone basis without be-

ing interfaced with the plant hot water system. Each pond nodule

heated 25 tons of water per day to about 54°C (130°P) in the sume

mer and to about 35°C (95°F) in the winter. A twelve-month per-

formance survey of the system operation indicated that the solar

ponds operated with an annual average energy collection effj-

Giency of about 45 percent and collected close to 9.37 x 10)

Joules/m*-day (825 Beu/ft7-day) .

Figure 3 shows a cross-sectional view of a typical salt-gra-

dient solar pond. Salt-gradient ponds are large pools of water

open to the environment and filled out with salty water in such a

way so that the liquid top layer (upper convective zone) has a

1-4 percent salt content while the bottom layer (lower convective

zone) has a content as high as 23-27 percent salt. In the pro-



cess of being exposed to solar radiation, the denser bottom layer

is heated to a much higher temperature than the surface layer.

?The heat accumulated in the lower convective zone is "trapped

due to the low salinity nonconvective zone, which separates the

high density brine at the pond bottom from the upper convective

zone. In this way, the use of a salt pond eliminates the separate

thermal storage that is normally required in many solar installa

tions.

 

 

A salt-gradient solar pond of 200 sq. m. (2152 sq. ft.) area,

a depth of 2.5 m. (8.2 ft.), and 45° tapered walls has been oper-

ating since 1975 at Ohio State University in Colunbus, Ohio. Tn

1976 this pond reached a maximum temperature of 62°C (14°F). Ex-

perimental and theoretical research has been done in relation to

some of the physical phenomena occurring in the pond, and on the

pond operation and maintenance [26]. A second salt-Gradient solar

pond of 408 sq. m. (4390 sq. ft.) area was installed at Ohio State

University in 1979 [35,36]. This pond is 4.5m. (14.8 ft.) deep

at the center and 1.5m. (4.9 ft.) deep close to the walle. The

walls of the pond are vertical and are made out of wood planks
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Fig.3. Cross-Sectional View of Salt-Gradient

Solar Pond

thermally insulated by styrofoam and urethane. The pond is exten-

sively instrunented to yield data on solar input, heat gain by

the pond, heat loss to the ground, and heat conducted upward

through the gradient layer.

Another pond of this type having a 156 sq. m. (1678 sq. ft.)

area, a depth of 3.6 m. (11.8 ft.), and vertical wooden walis has

been operating successfully on ah experimental basis since 1977

Providing heat for a greenhouse of the Ohio Agricultural Research

?and Development Center in Wooster, Ohio [76-78]. Although this

Pond provides heat for a greenhouse, its main purpose is to serve

Sa research base where various aspects of the pond operation

and heat extraction are studied.

A research salt-gradient solar pond of 177 sq. m. (1901 sq.ft)

with a depth of 2.5 meters and walls tapered at 34° was installed

at New Mexico University in Albuquerque, New Mexico, in 1975 [27].

In the second year of the pond's operation, the storage layer

reached a temperature of 93°C (199°F). Studies on the operational

Parameters, the criteria for materials to be used, the cost and

performance data, and the physical behavior of the pond exposed to



the environment are being performed. Proof of the technical

feasibility of heat extraction was obtained by the successful

operation of the pond year around and by the extraction of an

amount of heat adequate for heating a 185 sq.m. (1990 sq. ft.)

house located in the Southwest region. The same pond reached a

boiling temperature of 108°C (226°F) during the sumner of 1980.

 

Work on the construction of @ salt-gradient solar pond was

also initiated in 1971 by the University of Utah, in Utah. The

research pond of 850 sq. m. (9146 sq. ft.) and a depth of 1.1m.

(3.6 £t.) was built during 1979 on the southwest side of Great

Salt Lake [34]. The maximum temperature reached by the pond was

55°C (131°F), which was reached after about six weeks of pond

operation. At the beginning of 1980, however, a very strong wind

of approximately 35.8 m/s (80 mph) destroyed the salt gradient

and enptied almost one-fourth of the pond into the dike surrounding
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it. The pond was built to investigate the physical processes

that occur in a salt-gradient pond and to develop an experimental

base for computer modeling of various design schemes for electri-

cal power generation using large size production ponds.



 

A salt-gradient pond nas been operating at the Argonne

National Laboratory in iiinois since 1980 [25,42]. the pond

has an area of 1075 sq.m. (11567 2. ft.) and ?its sides are

tapered et an angle of 45° to depth of ¢.27 m. (14 ft-). At

the end of 1981 the pond reached a temperature of 63°C (145°F) «

The major objective of building this pond was to have a research

base to assess the salt-gradient pond as a heat collection and

storage system for various types of applications, and to set Up

fan operation for a future U.S. solar ponds program. This pond

is very well instrumented and has already provided data that can

be used to guide future builders of salt-gradient solar pond

systems.

?The Tennessee Valley Authority (TVA) installed a 4047 sq. m.

(43543 sq. ft.) pond in Tennessee in 1981 [34,37,43] .. This pond

works in conjunction with a 2484 sq. m. (26724 sq. ft.) evapora

tion pond which is 1.2m. (4 ft.) decp and has wails tapered at

34°. The TVA pond is extensively instrumented and will provide

important information on pond reliability, operating costs and

energy collection efficiency, thus making a significant contri~

bution toward the commercialization of pond technology. This

pond is available to outside users ac a testing site.

 



One of the most recently installed ponds is a 234 sq. m.

(2518 aq. ft.) salt-gradient solar pond that was built in June,

1982 at Los Alamos National Laboratory. in Albuquerque, New Mexico

[48]. The pond depth is 3.6m. (11.8 ft.) ond the wails are ver~

?Two liners were used for the pond canstruction; the first

one is 1.2 mm. (45 mil) thick main hypalon liner and the second

fone is 0.5 mm. (20 mil) thick polyvinyl chloride (PVC) liner.

The second liner was laid over 15 cm. (6 in.) of sand spread uni-

formly over the pond bottom. Also a'6.4 cm. (2.5 in.) thick

layer of sand was spread between the liners. The wails of the

pond ere thermally insulated with 7.6 cm. (3 in.) thick polyure-

thane foam insulation.

   

To attain a brine salinity of 21 percent at the pond bottom,

about 127 tons of 98 percent pure, granular NaCl were used. The

salt was dissolved by using a local fire hydrant; further salt

mixing was done by using a couple of pumps of about 400 liters/min.

(105 gal./nin.) capacity cach. The salt gradient was established

by lowering the diffuser to a depth of 1.2 m. (3.9 ft.) from the

bottom which corresponded to the chosen thickness of the lower

convective zone. With the diffuser at that position, 5-1 em.

(2 in.) of fresh water was added. Tho diffuser was then moved up



10.2 em. (4 in.), and another 5.i cm. (2 in.) of fresh water was

diffused into the pond. This procedure was repeated several

times until the pond's depth was about 2.4m. (7.8 ft.). At this

point another 10'cn. (3.9 in.) of fresh water was added at the

top of the pond. In this way the pond reached the chosen a priori

parereters of a 1.2m (3.9 ft.) thick lower convective zone, @

L-2'm. (3.9 ft.) thick nonconvactive zone snd a 10 ems

thick upper convective zone, One month after the salt g
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had been established, the salinity and comperature of the pond

Feached 21 percent and 50°C (22°F) respectively. The heating

Fate of the pond at that time was about 1.2 *¢/day (2:8°F/day).

?The pond is instrunented with an underwater Eppley pyrano-



meter, two 100 Ohm platinum resistance thermometers (RFD)? « glat=

inum point conductivity probe, and an induction salinomecer:

Four leak detection sensors are imbedded in the sand at the pond

Botton. Twelve vinyl jacketed copper-constantine thermocouples,

in groups of three, are installed in the wails and six are ineeal~

Jed in the pond bottom to determine heat losses from the pond, "A

weather station is employed in conjunction with the other? pond

ipstrunentation. The station consists of a horizontally mocnted

Eppley Model 8-48 pyranometer, a wind speed and direction measus=

ing anenoneter and a thermally shielded arbient temperature com,

gor, Date from about 80 channels is processed by a Hewlett

Packard Model 87 desk-top computer. ?The pond is mainly used to

study the boundary layer structure at the interface between the

gonvecting and nonconvecting zones, interactions between the

zones, éurnal heating effect, and wind-induced turbulances

 

 

The Los Alanos salt-gradient pond works in conjunction with

gh evaporation pond of 257 2g. m. (2765 sq. ft.) anda depth oF

2,4 Bs (4:6 ft). All the wails of this pond are vertical except

the west wall which is sloped at 2 16° angle to create a ramp for

salt removal and pond maintenance.



 

The Center for Energy and Environment Research (CEER) of the

University of Puerto Kico in Meyaguez is currently installing &

Fesearch pond of 39 sq. m. (415 sq. ft.) with a depth of 0.921. 5m,

(3-4 ft), and vertical watls [74]. This pond will work in con.

junction with an evaporation pond of the same area but of halt

Ehe depth. ?The research pond will be well instrumented to study

the physics and engineering aspects of pond operations maints,

Rance and control. Some computer sijilation work will ates be

performed, This research pond will be a pilot system fora one-

half ?acre production pond to be used to generate proccss heat for

@ food processing company in Puerto Rico,

Salt-gradient solar pond research is also being done at the

Massachusetts Institute of Technology, ?the work hese se petmen

ily Sirected toward the Sevelopment ce a nuncricay nades PE AmaED

Bice time-dependent vertical tenpuratare and? salinity eroeslee in

Balt ponds. "Wind mixing is also being stacied by seins o anee

Ginensionai ninerical model oni Teo}.

Laboratory research work on salt saturated ponds has been

Gone by the Desert Research Institute in Nevada using borax ae

salt, and by Inter Technology Company in Virginia using dleostun

phosphate as salt [90]. In the former case, the area of the pond



built in 1979 was 10 sq. m. (108 2g. ft.) with a depeh of lm

(3.28 ft.); in the latter case, the pond ures was 037 sq.m

(3.7 sq. ft.) with a depth of 0.91 m. (3.0 ft.)., the maciman

temperature reached by the Desert Rescarch Inavitute poad eee

47°C (117*F) «Reduced maintenance and lower fresh weter weage

are sone of the edvantages oF using saturated ponde. the Sateen

ted ponds tested had the property of being self-establ ished ana

maintained a stable density profile during the Neat enero
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and/or extraction proces:

much more

 

A saturated pond may, however, require

it than an unsaturated pond which could be a financial

disadvantage. | Some studies were done on the chemical and biologi-

gal contamination of saturated ponds, thermal behavior, and opes-/

tion and maintenance problems. ?The researen performed 80 fers

however, has been restricted to laboratory size ponds ane the

available data does not cover the operating conditions of large



size production ponds.

 

 

Experiments using discdium phosphate in a saturated pond in

a laboratory environment were aise conaueees In L485 Se ieee

Technology Company under a contract with Jet Poonacios Tee

story (91).

Research on gel ponds has been conducted at the University

Of New Mexico since 198i using an experimental pond of 18:7 aq)

(201 sq. ft.) [92,93]. the effect of the polymer gel thickness

upon the performance of the gel pond is being studied. Zt wae

found that the surface heat losses from a pond containing 25 cm,

(9,9 in.) layer of gel over about 1.22 m. (4 ft.) of low salinity

water were approximately half those from a salt-gradient pond

with a 1m. (3.28 ft.) stratified salt zone under the sane condi-

tions. For the optimum operation of a gel pond, research inaie

cates that @ 15 cm. (6 in.) gel thickness is alcquate. The gel

chemical formula, which is the subject of a patent, is not avail-

able. The present estimate is that the polyner gel will last

three years in a pond under natural solar exposure. ?Heat is ex

tracted from a gel pond in the came way as it is from saltoras

Sient and salt saturated ponds; that is, by using internal or ex-



ternal heat exchangers.

 

 

 

In Israel, research on salt-gradient solar ponds has been

underway since 1954, the year the concept was conceived there Bd).

After a nine year pause work in this area was revived again in

1975. | Because of Tsrael's almost total reliance on imported fos~

sil fuels, salt-gradient solar pond research is oriented primar,

ily toward electricity generation. in 1977 2 1500 sq.m.

(16140 sq. ft.) pond was made operational in Yavne by Ormat Tur~

bine Ltd... The pond reached a temperature of 90°C (194°F) the

sane year. The pond generated electric power outpue in tne

Fange of 6 kWe, using an organic cycle system equipped with a

turbine as the prime mover. This closed loop self-contained sye-

tom employed chlorobenzene as the working fluid. Waver at 29°C

(84°F) from the surface of the pond was used to cool the cone

denser.

A larger pond of 7500 sq. m. (80700 sq. ft.) area and a



depth of 2.5m. (8 ft.) was installed in Fin Bokek by the Dead

Sea in 1976 [94,96,97]. when the venperature of the storage Lay-

ex reached 80°C?(176°F) the pond started to produce electricity

by using a 6 kW, capacity Ormat system. A largo Ornat system of

300 ke capacit¥ was installed in 1979 end the pond delivered

145 kWof electricity the same year opercting at 93*-100°C

(199-212*F) evaporator temperature and at about 30°C (86°F) con-

denser temperature. Desalination activities are also plasned

here as secondary research efforts. ?The mein thruse oF the

Israeli research effort is tounrd cbtaining a complete waser-

standing of salt-gradient pond tuchnolosy for elecerie poser
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Broduction in order to commercialize such systems for domestic

and export markets as "turn hey" plants,

 

in Canada, the first research salt-gradient solar pond was

installed in 1980 at the Brace Research Institute in Montreal BO).



A gross-sectional view of this pond is shown in Figure 4. the

same year an experimental pond was implemented by the Nacionet

Research Council of Canada. the fond ares is 17 sq.m. (189 ea. ft)

and the aepth is 0.96 m. (2.62 ft-)- The walls of the pond eh

vertical. ?An external, brine-to-air heat exchanger made out ot

fopper tubing is being?used. The maxim temperature reached by

the storage layer in 1981 was about 50°C (12°F). The general

objectives of installing this research pond were to obtain first

hand practical knowledge of methods and probiens associated with

Gonstruction, operation, and maintenance of a solar pond in pron

Paration for'the design? and operation of a larser protection

Pond. The National Research Council of Canada finances this re-

search for developing equiprent and procedures for automating

the operation and maintenance of a salt-sradient ponds

 

In Australia, the first sult-gradient pond was built in

Aspendale in 1964" This pond had an area of 106 sq.m. (1140,eq. fe)

anda depth of 0.86 m. (2:82 ft.).? Locally available Glay cul

was used to seal the bottom and the walls of the ponds me Lice

yas used. The storage loyer reachud a max nim venperatace an

63°C (45*F) in the summer of the second year Of Operations The

Same year the pond developed a leak which conteabured tothe aioe

Gontinuation of the project. ?The results of this Tesescch



which was oriented toward studying the pond's thermal efficiency,

the sealing techniques and the control of the salinity gradient?

were published in the form of a report [26]. she sectnd seen

gyadient solar pond was built by the University of MoiLourne in

1981 for research purposes [40]. The pond ares ts 340 sq.m.

(2582 sq. ft.). Research is focused on the stability of che salt

grodient, the methodology of pond fitling and the eexpeces sinae

dation of thermal phonorena. In 1961 a 2000 sq.m (21820 sq red

Salt-gradient solar pond was built in Alice springs.

  

 

  

Fig.é. Cross-Fectional view of salt-<c.

Research Pond
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3p Saudi Arabia, a research pond of 4 sq.m. (45 sq. ft.) and

SudgrPeh of 2:3 m. (7.5 ft.) was beile in 290) by the Research Insti>

TEES Of the University of Petroleun and Minerals in Dhahran [52],

This research pond is being used to gain operating experience ard

to design proper instrumentation for s ruture large produceion

pond. | The activities are focused on computer simelation of send

behavior and on gaining experience in deigning and balidingrenct=

gradient solar ponds by employiiy indigenous labor and vecheianey

 

In-India, a salt-gradiont sols: ond oz 100 s¢.m.(1075 sq. ft.)

god a depth of 2.25 m. (7.4 £2.) wos bail in 1980 by Tove Enerey

Research Institute in Pond:cherty [35]. The pond hes vertical

walls and works in conjunction with i evaporation pond of $0 sq.m.

(538 sg. ft.) area and a depth of 0.7 =. () ft.3. Phe mexinun

temperature reached by the pond tho sain veer was 10°C UisbeP),

?The pond is instrumented to provide resesrch results on thermal

Performance and the behavaos of whe stratification layers Exper=

dence was gained about which locelly svailalle materisis ean be

used to build @ pond and about pond construction and operacion?

costs in India?s rural envizunoent

 



 

 

3. APPLICATION actrviTTES

?The most imnediate apptications ef sole: ponds seem to be

for space heating and for water heet ing/reheat ing for residential,

gonmercial, industrial and syricu'tveal uses where the tempers

Eure requifement is in the rouion of 49°C to 66°C (120° to Lol"),

A schematic diagram of a porsible seit-uradient solar pond system

is shown in Figure 5. in tropical rlimates such a8 the Caribbesn,

salt-gradient ponds may be used in the future fer dehumiditiceecon

cooling as proposed by Bonnet et al. [ot].

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig.5.

Solar Fond £1

 

qo
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In_the United states in March, 1983 a challow solar pond

system Was Installed to cupply 2000000 liters (528401 gal-) of

hot water per day to tuo army barzacks and the laundry at Fort.

Benning in Georgia [19]. A total of 89 modules having an area of

25000 sq. m. (269000 ug. ft.) were built. Each module contains

two water bags made of industrial grade 9.7 me. (35 mil.) thick

hypalon. A fiberglass cover over the water bags assures the

greenhouse effect. After tne sys-om's installation, the water

bags were sterilized on site by rinsing then twice with clorox in

@ four-hour period. An above ground, 1892500 liter (500000 gal.)

capacity steel tank is used for hot water storage. The system ie

located 1402-1463 m. (4609-4800 t=.) fm the end use and the hot

water is distributed by 15 om. (¢ fu.) Cisnater PVC pipes. The

installed system cost was §4110000 with a construction cost of

$4000000 and a dexion cost of $110C00 which gives a total cost of

$164/sq. m.($15.28/eq. fe.

 

 

 



 

 

A shallow cola: pond of 22 sq. m. (240 sg. £t.) and a depth

of 2.54 om. (1 in.) was installed in January 1903 on the roof of

@ high school in Mayaguez, Puerto Rico, co ccliver daily 40 liters

(150 gal.) of hot water at the temperatuze of 60°C (140¢F) to the

school cafeteria [74]. Another shallow solar pond of 40 sq.m.

(430 sg. ft.) area and a depth of 7.6 om, (3 in.) is planned to be

built £0 heat water for showers at the suimning pool facility at

the Mayaguez Campus of the University of Puerto fics. The prow

ject specifications call for heating 3028 liters (800 gal.) of

water to a temperature of 43°C (10°F) daily. ?The solar pond

system could recuce the electricity consunption of the electric

water heater by 75 percent. A schematic diagzan of @ typical

shallow solar pond system is shown in Figure 6.

 

 

A production salt~gredient solar pond of 2044 sq.m.

(21993 sq. ft.) was built in 1978 by the city of Miamisburg, Ohio,

to supply heat to an outdoor swinning pool in the sunner and to

recreational building in the wincer [30,31,33,41]. ?The pond



depth was 2.0 m. (10 ft.) and the walls were tapered at an angle

9f 45°. Polymer-coated polyester liner XR-S 0.7 mt, (35 mile)

thick and sodium chloride es salt were ured. The energy storage

Jayer had @ thickness of 1.75 m. (5.7 ft.) and contained brine of

28.5 percent concentration. The temperature roguired at the end

use was 25°C (77°F). ?The maximum temperature reached by the

storage layer of the pond wae 65°C {149°F) during the stmmer of

1979." the pond was cyuipped with a heat exchanger made out OF

copper tubing of 2.54 cm. (1 in.) diameter which was placed at

the bottom of the pond. ?The effective surface area of the heat

exchanger vas 180 sq. im. (1937 ug. ft.).. The cost of the pond

construction was $35/sq. m. ($3.26/sq. #t.), excluding the land

cost. After a successful initial operation of two years, this

Pond developed a leak in the liner in 1980 and had to be rebuilt.

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

In Canada, a production salt-gradient solar pond of 700 sq.m.

(7532"2q. ft.) was built in 1981 in Quebec by the Contract Re-

search Conpeny [75]. The pond is 3m. (10 ft.) deep and has,

walls tapered at an?angle of #5°. uring 1981 the pond reached a

Roxinum tenperature of about 53°C (12/*F). ?The pond brine-to-air

heat exchanger rade out of copper tubing with alusinum fins £3

located outside the pond. the frontal area of the heat exchan=

ger is 2.3 eq. m. (25 sq. ft.J. The heat extraction rate wes over

 

 

 

n
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Fig.6. Schematic Diagram of Shallow Solar Pond System

100 kilowatts (3.4 x 10° stu/nr) dusing the f211 of 1981. The

construction cost of this pond was below §50/sg. m. ($4-6/sq. ft.),

excluding the land cost.

In Portugal, a salt-gradient solar pond was built in Lisbon

to hoat-a greemiicuse conples belonging te the Poreanetas wee

try of Agriculture [79]. The pond has an area of 1024 sq. me

(1018 sq. ft.), a depth of 3.60 m. (11.8 ft.) und walle sloped at

a 45° angle. ?The pond uses 1 rm. 140 mil.) trick hypalon dines

and sodium chloride as salt. A heat exchanger, used to extrace

heat from the pond, consists of four sections, 2-4 m. x 5.0m,

(7.9 ft. x 16.4 ft!) each, made out of galvanized 2.S4em(1 ineJO.D.

iron pipe, The heat exchanger was designed for an expected peak

energy extraction rate of 50 kW. A diffuser that is used foe

maintaining the salinity qradient consists of ¢ galvanized iron

tube of 7.6 cm. (3 in.) 0.D. welded to a 1.2 me x 1.2m. (3.9 ft. xX

3.9 £t.) plate attached to another plate of the same dimension in

Such @ way as to form 2 space of 1.6 cm. (0.6 in.) between both

Plates. The pond is extensively instrusented with thermocouples,

salt solution and soil conductivity probes, underwater and sorface

Pyranoneters and wind measuring instrumentation. R16 sqe Mm



(172 sq. ft.) evaporation pond was built as pore of the qverall

salt-gradient pond system.

 

 

  

In Argentina, a 400 sq. m. (4304 sq. ft.) salt-gradient solar

Pond was built in 1982 in Salta to ourify sodium sulphate salt by

using a natural evaporation process [42]. The pond has vertical

wells, a depth of 2.4m. (7.9 ft.) anda solution depth Of 1-5 me

(4.9 ft.). The pond was instrumented by placing several thermor

couples in the solution at different cepths at three locations

across the pond. To detect leaks an electric wire mesh wae formed

by two layers of wire under the pond. ?his wire mesh chortcir=

cuited, because of water condensing Gnder the pond, and could not
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be used to detect leaks. A layer of clay wos used to smooth out

the pond walls, and 10 om. (3.3/in.) of sand was put on the pond

bottom before installing tvo layers of black polyethylene, bach

0,25 mm.(10 mil.) thick. The pond was tilled with $0 ems? (lee ft.)

gf water, and then 250 tons of mineral salt to be purified wore

thrown into the pond. To estaklisn, and later controls the seve

gradient a diffuser consisting of tuo mtal plates, separated by

20,25 ene, (2 in.) space and shaped as a half disk 45 em. (1,47°¢t)

in dianeter, was used. ro establish tne salt gradient the ait

fuser injected 2.5 om. (1 in.) of fresh water several tines, mov=

ing up 5 cn.(2 in.) each timc. ?The water velocity was aneuk

2 Rysec. i 3 ft/sec.). About io kg, (22 lbs) of copper sulphate

was added to the pond to eliminate algae arovth. After twenty

Gays the pond solution was very clear again. After forty days

the pond botton reached a tempersture of 40%C (1IS¢F). and a tine

ear density gradient of 2.32 3/cu? at the bottom and 1.05 g/em>

gp the surface was establishes. ?The water evaporation rate from

the pond has been 3 to § mm. (0.12 to 0.2 in.) per day. The pond

Produces 0.5 tons of industiial grade sodiun sulphate salt every

three days.

 

 



 

   

 

 

4, DEVELOPMENT WoRK

The development work at present is taking place mostly in

Gountries where rosserch and application activities have already

gained wonentum. As a natural excension of these activities, the

development work is tocused on stand-alone planes 29 produce

large amounts of hoe water, heat and/or clestricity, on selection

gf materials and components to assure durobility and velisbility,

and on automation of operation and mainteneacs.. Twe cypicel

Gevelopment projects, one taking place in eracl enc one in the

United States, can be mentioned as the nost advanced.

 

 

 



 

 

In Israel the development plan of salt-gradiont pond tech

nology calls for, in the first stage, the use of solay pond sewer

Plants interconnécted to the power grid ws peuking planes to" oper

ate between 750 and 1250 hours per year. It is expected that by

2990 solar pond electric power plants can he built economically to

supply intermodiate loads. Finally, it is assumed that by 193%

large-scale pond-lakes can be built to supply the base load. By

following this development plan Tsrael covlé be ready by the end

of thie century to operate & Dead Sea pond of sbout $06 sq "kee

{190 sq. ni.) which may supply up to 2000 mW of eleceric fower? by

using a ceries of modular units of 30 HM, cach [94.96/97]

 

  

In the United States the Salton Sea Poné Project in Southern

Califorsia, sponsored by Southern California Faison and the Stace

of California, has been highly publicized [95,38,99}. The cone

cept of this project is presented in Figure 7. the project cone

sists of three phases. Phase 1, the concept and feasibility

study, wes completed in 1981. Phase 2 calls for designing.? con-



structing and testing 4 5!Mo prototype pouer plant by 1968,

Satisfactory results could then lead to the construction oF a

600 MWe plant comprising 20 to 50 ti, commercial modules.? Elect

tric power generation fron the low tfnperature heat provided by

the salt-cradient pond can be uccomplished by using bh organic

fluid turbogenerator as shown in Picure ?. The 5 itig plane wi}
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Fig.7. Cross-Sectional View of Salton Sea Pond

 

Probably cover 1 eq. km. (0.4 sg. nie) ane cost $4,000/K¥,. ?the

600 MY, commercial plant will cover 129 sq. km. (46 sc. mf.) and

cost?98,000/kie, on the Bese of e 20 vel! oneal sen Scenes) 28

Cost of elecerScity is prosectes tobe? $5 OFF La ero

G3s0°dol lass)

 

Fig.8. Schematic Diagram of Electricity Generation

System Using Salt-Gradient Solar Pond
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S. CONSTRUCTION, OPERATION AND COST

The largest salt-gtadient production pond in operation ha

an area of 2044 sq. m. (21993 sq. ft.). The largest shallow pond

constructed has an area of 25000 sz. m. (269000 #9. ft.). Pond



shapes vary from circular, for smali size salt-gradient research

ponds, to rectangular (east-west oriented) or square, for large

Ponds. The latter are usually built in modular units to provide

the required thernal/electrical capacity. Before building a pond,

46-9 B. (20-30 ft.) core sampling rhould be made to test the soi

composition and permeability. The thermal conductivity of the

soil around the pond can vary between 1 and 2.5 watts/m*c. It is

recomended to test the soil therm=! conductivity and to deter

mine the existance of movable underground water.

 

 

 

Borax, disodium phosphate and sodium sulphate have been

experimented with and studied as possible salts for saturated

ponds. Sodiun-chloride is the salt usually wsed in salt-gradient

Ponds, although magnesiun-chloride is being used in Israel since

it iscomonly available there. Refined salt of 95 percent OF

more purity should be used. The type of salt is of significance

(Naci, YgCl, CaCl, etc.) becavse of the brine transmissivity? fac

tor, and because the salt solubilizy changes with temperature.

About 45 kg. (100 Ibs.) of salt pes approximately O-l sq.m.



(1 sq. ft.) of pond area are needed to obtain the right salt con-

centration in the lower convective zone. Out of this 0-45-0-90 kg

(2-2 Ibs.) per 0.1 sq. m. (-1 sq. ft.) per year will diffuse up-

ward.

Diffusers are used to establish the vertical salinity gra-

dient. This is done by lowering the diffuser to the boundary

limits of the lower convective zone; this zone should be previ-

ously established by dumping salt at the pond bottom and mixing

it with fresh water. In the next step, a layer of fresh water @

few centineters thick (5-10 cm.) is added. This procedure is

repeated until the water level in the pond reaches the mark cho-

sen as the pond depth. A similar process is used to maintain end

repair the salinity gradient.

 

A diffuser can be made out of two 1 meter (3.28 ft.) diameter

disks nade of a noncorrosive material sch as plexiglass a few

centimeters thick. The gap between the disks and the supply

water flow rate should be such as to assure a water velocity from

the gap in the range of 0.25-1.0 m/sec. (0.7-3 ft/sec) , depend~

ing on the pond size. For a 1/4 acre size pond two diffusers

located in opposite corners of the pond may be adequate to per-

form the gradient maintenance work, but in the case of a 1/2 acre

pond four diffusers may be necessary. ?The amount of solar radia



tion penetrating to the pond botton can vary between 20 and 40.

percent. ?The thermal efficiency of a large size (1/2 acre) salt=

Gradient solar pond is usualiy in the range of 15 to 20 percent,

although it could be as low as 9 percent for small size labora-

tory ponds where high heat losses occur. An operational pond

femperature of about 60°C (140°F) with temperature fluctuations of

trove (223"F) can be expected. The pond upper convective layer

usually has 1-4 percent of salt and the lower convective layer

has 23-27 percent of salt by weight.

When an internal heat exchanger is used the rule of thumb is

as

�
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that about 37 m. (222 ft.) of heat exchanger piping length is

needed for every 20 kw of thermal power extraction from the pond,

?The heat exchanger piping should form a serpentine configuration

and be located in the lover convective zone. Copper and brass

piping are often used as heat exchangers. 70 assure the rel;

bility of heat extraction from the pond and equipment durability,

a stainless steel heat exchange: ant leak proof punp may be

Fecomended. A galvanized iron pipe heat exchanger will corrode

easily when the saturated solution level cones down below th

heat exchanger and expcses the pipins to 9 ron-saturated water

salt solution. Because of the scarcity of information about



metal corrosion in soluticns of high salt concentration, however,

an external heet exchanger may be sore cuitable for a heat ex-

traction system, especially for large size ponds. If an external

heat exchanger is used, an effort should be made to prevent any

air leaks in the exterial p:ping ur in the pump, because ir bub-

bles will be introduced into the lover convective zone. R cone

tinuous injection of air bubbles could destroy the salinity gra~

dient in the pond. To assure the effective maintenance of the

salinity gradient zone, the injection of 2-5 kg/sq.m.(4.4-10 1bs/

8q.ft.) of salt per moath may bo roguized. This should be done

just below the boundary of the upper convective zone since this

Zone has a tendency to grow thick, a process which leads ?0 the

Gestruction of the temperature gratient in the pond. Usually PVC

valves and PVC piping are used to carry the brine to an external

heat exchanger.

   

 

 

 

 



Another rule of thumb is that 1-2 kg. (2.2-4.4 Ibs.) of

chlorine per week per cach 1600 sq. m. (10760'sq. ft.) of pond

area may be needed to prevent aleae build-up tn the pond.

 

 

An evaporation pond often works in conjunction with the pro-

duction pond. ?the evaporation pond, up to half the size of the

Production pond, serves to produce highly concentrated brine

which is injected into tho productson pond tc naintain the saline

ity gradient. The evaporation pond cah sleo be used to take care

of the rain water overflow from the production pond. Both ponds

may have vertical walls or 45° sloped walls, ?The latter, however,

can increase heat losses through thernal convection at the walls.

 

 

Heavy-duty plastic liner made from chemically resistant

polyner-coated polyester fabric, vinyl liner, EPDM liners OF

XR-SSP hypalon fiberglass reinforced liner seem to work Satis

fectorily. The second liner (back-up Iiner) 1s usually thinner

and also cheaper. Beach sand is recommenced for use in a 10 em.



(3.9'in.) thick layer at the bottor of the pond and between the

liners.? the pond bottom and/or wills sometimes are thermally

insulated as well. Floating Pvc pipes cun be used to suppress

wind disturbances on the pond surface.

 

Detecting and locating leaks is one of the most difficult

problens in a salt-gradient solar pond. Most often the leake

occur in seans of the liner. To lncate a leak in the pond either

2 scuba diver is used or the following mothed could be enployeds

a length of perforated rubber or plestic hose in a setpentine

arrangement is buried in the sand layer between the liners during

the pond construction. the hose is tlugged at the buried end

and runs above ground at the other end. Upon suspecting a Teak,
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by routinely checking the salt inventory in the pond, compress

air or nitrogen is introduced ints the Hose with sufficient pres-

sure to equal the hydrostatic pressure at the bottom of the pond.

The leak locations are found by locating gas bubble streams bn

the pond surface. A sump pump cov id be connected to the hose to

evacuate the leaking solution fron beneath the liner. ?The same

Pump can also be used to evacuate the brine from the lower cont

Vective layer to the evaporative pond; usually it is necessary,

to empty the pond to patch up the liner.

Recalibrated platinum electric conductivity probes are used

for salinity gradient measurement. robes of the same type are

used for leak detection between jiners. Copper-constanean ther

mocouples in stainless steel or vinyl jackets are normally used

for ground tenperature measurement. Platinum resistance thermos

meters, e.g. 100 Ohn RrDs, are weed for pond temperature measure-

ment.

 

 

 

 



Generally the present cost of man-made sait-gradient ponds

4s in the range of $50 to $100/sq. m. (54.60 to §.30/sq. ft.)

Naturally occurring salt laces can be converted into ponds ata

gost much below $50/sq. m. (54.60/sq. ft.). The major capital

costs are for salt, liner, excavetion and heat extraction equip

ment. The salt cost con he up to half of the total cost. when

a sait lake is used as a solar pond for the construction of an

electric power plant, the total cost can be divided half and half

between the pond construction cost and the cost of the power,

equipment. In some locations, such ws countries in the Middle

East, the cost of water for the pond make-up operation may not be

negligible, and in others, such sz the islands of the Coribbean.

region, the cost of land may be an important factor. Pond depth

ranges from 0.9 m. to 4.5m. (3 ft, to if ft.) with deeper ponds

being used in?areas whore seasonal heat extraccion is required.

Energy costs between $6.60 and $9.50/c3 (37 to 10 per million

Btu's) are projected for large size production pends with an area

Of 40000 sq. m. (430400 5g. ft.). The cost of the construction

Of shallow solar ponds is higher and can be estinated to be in

the range of $150 to §205/cq. m. (514 t2 $19/sq. fee).

 

 



 

 

 

 

5. coNcLUsoNS

Solar ponds are technically feasible and can be economically

competitive, as proven by some users. Building an experimental

pond may be'a necessary first step to gain direct experience and

to demonstrate engineering proof of the concept. However, out

of the 25-30 small and large domonstration ponds which have been

built around the world, only about seven are production ponds,

Therefore more production ponds should be built to gain market

acceptability through the reliable and economical operation of

large size ponds integrated into industrial, commercia? or agei~

cultural processes.

 

 

 



Although only a few production ponds have been built and

operated, the technical simplicity and the research results ob-

tained indicate that shallow solar ponds ore market ready while

salt-gradient solar ponds nay be on the frinse of marker roadie

ness. Whereas the technical/engineering grovlers relared to
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Bond applications are being addressed by current research and

Gevelopnent activities, the environmental, institutional and pol

icy issues lag behind and could act as obstacles to the Large?

Scale use of solar ponds in the future.
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